LAKES COLLEGE WEST CUMBRIA

STRATEGIC PLAN

2020-2023
A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR LAKES COLLEGE

LAKES COLLEGE - OUR STORY
We are the main provider of Further and Higher Education in West Cumbria,
serving primarily the boroughs of Allerdale and Copeland with a wide range
of technical and vocational education, training and services. We have served
our region for many decades, during which we have established an excellent
reputation for our technical training, support and responsiveness, delivered
from our modern, well-resourced campus and facilities.
We are very ambitious for the future, aiming to ensure the people and
employers of West Cumbria and beyond have access to an excellent
technical college for Further and Higher Education. Our Beyond Good
programme described in this document is driving our development to ensure
we have the highest standards and expectations. We are committed to long
term sustainability and financial health, positive environmental credentials,
top class facilities, highly skilled and well supported staff, innovation, genuine
collaboration and an offer from Levels 1 to 7 that is well suited to local needs
and national priorities.
Our latest inspection in late 2017, confirmed judgements of Good for all
aspects of provision.

WHAT WE DO
We reflect and respond to the needs of our service area and communities,
meeting the training requirements of the broad cross-section of employers in
our region. Nuclear and its wider supply chain is a significant sector for us.
We are a founding member of the National College for Nuclear (NCfN)
and host its Northern Hub on our campus, delivering nuclear-related courses
and qualifications up to degree level. STEM subjects, Construction, Civils, and
Health and Social Care are our main areas of provision, whilst we maintain
a broad and deep offer to support our local economy and communities,
including: the Arts, Computing and Business, Public Services and Sport,
Catering, Education and Early Years. We are a significant HE provider locally,
particularly within Engineering, Construction and the Sciences.
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“We are fully inclusive and believe in
the potential of everyone.”
Our interests in the NCfN and expanding open learning have combined
to increase our geographical reach in recent years. We have successfully
grown our apprenticeship and degree apprenticeship offer, which now
represents circa one third of our funded activity, reflecting our excellent work
with employers locally. We engage in many value adding partnerships with
employers, organisations and stakeholder groups across the region, including
partnerships with hundreds of employers, the NHS, both borough councils, the
Cumbria Colleges FE4 collaboration, local headteachers and schools forums,
careers organisations, and various groups within Cumbria LEP.
We are a long-standing, well used and valuable community resource – we
make a range of facilities available to local communities and employers,
including our modern all weather pitch, sports hall and gym, and lecture
theatre/ conference areas.
As a technical college we focus on employment, developing the skills,
experiences and qualifications that our learners need to access the workplace
and develop their careers. Progression to the highest level, into employment,
and within careers are key drivers for us.
We are fully inclusive and believe in the potential of everyone. Our key
markets are: full-time Study Programmes, Apprenticeships, Adult Learners
across a wide range of courses, Higher Education including Degree
Apprenticeships, and full cost commercial work. We also deliver within various
contracts to support learning, upskilling, reskilling and employment e.g. the ESF
supported Edge programme and DWP contracts. In recent years we typically
have circa 4,000 learners of various types per annum.
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INTRODUCING LAKES COLLEGE’S
STRATEGIC PLAN 2020-2023
This document sets out a vision, mission and set of key strategic intentions for
Lakes College. It provides the guiding principles and values we will utilise and
share as one college, and the importance of the Beyond Good programme
for all at Lakes. It also describes our goals, the standards we set, how we will
achieve them, and the way in which we will measure and evaluate ourselves
and our performance.
We fully recognise and embrace the vital role we play in our region and
remain entirely committed to West Cumbria benefitting from Lakes as
a thriving, inclusive, successful and sustainable college. We have clear
ambitions for our development and progress over the next three years and will
be resolute in delivering this plan to the mutual benefit of all learners, parents
and carers, employers, partners, customers and staff, and to the direct benefit
of our regional economy.

“I love everything about the college: the
environment, tutors and students!”
Omer Jawdat, Engineering Apprentice
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Recent years have presented many challenges for Further and Higher
Education Colleges, with constant pressure on funding and finance combining
with a perpetually shifting policy and regulatory environment. This Strategic
Plan is created and implemented at a time of great upheaval for our sector,
society, economy and anticipated policy reform for the FE College sector
which present new challenges over the next 3 years.
This plan is published as we start to emerge from COVID19 lock-down. In
common with all educational institutions we have been significantly affected
by the impact of COVID19. Staff and learners have worked very positively
and collegiately to minimise disruption to learning. Our investment in online
classrooms and IT generally has proven to be very beneficial, as has our
commitment to “getting the job done”. We anticipate that the medium to
longer term effects of COVID19 will be challenging, most notably on our
college operations for the coming academic year, our finances, and possible
recession. Our strategic intent, vision and goals as described in this plan will
not change, however, our operations and tactics over the planning period
within the context of COVID19 invariably will.
The plan’s key areas of strategic focus provide direction for the next three years
to 2023. Key results cover the first year of this plan, with a review scheduled
for 2021/22 to be informed by economic and sector developments arising
from the COVID19 pandemic and the inevitable degree of uncertainty.
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LAKES COLLEGE HAS A VISION TO BE

AN AMBITIOUS
TECHNICAL COLLEGE

THAT ENHANCES THE

PROSPERITY AND PROSPECTS

OF OUR PEOPLE AND
COMMUNITIES

OUR MISSION & PURPOSE IS TO
ENABLE PEOPLE TO RECOGNISE,

DEVELOP AND FULFIL

THEIR POTENTIAL
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OUR VALUES SUPPORT ALIGNMENT
WITH GOALS AND PEOPLE

READY
•
•
•

We are prepared, present and committed to our best
We take responsibility for our own learning and improvement
We all take responsibility to do the right thing

RESPECTFUL
•
•
•

We deliver consistently high standards for all our customers
We respect and value everyone’s contribution and celebrate differences
We respect our environment and the role we play in our community

POTENTIAL
•
•
•
•

Be your best, support and inspire others to be their best
We work together as one college
We are productive, reflective and seek to improve
We embrace opportunities to build resilience
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OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES

AMBITION

• To be agile, embracing change and innovation in all of our operations.
• We have high standards for ourselves and our learners and will always
ooact and behave in a manner commensurate with those standards
• We are committed to delivering and hitting our targets

COMMUNITY
•

We ensure our offer and services meet local, regional and national
oopriorities, are closely tuned to Cumbria’s economic needs and priorities,
ooand enable as many people as possible to contribute to economic
oogrowth and share prosperity
• We recognise our role in serving our local community, providing
oocommunity assets and access to skills development for all

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS
• We commit to ensure sustainability in all our operations: environmental
oogood practice; growing and developing our staff teams; and managing
oofinances and lean operations with digital processes and technology
• We encourage innovation, collaboration and reflection, leading to new
ooideas and improved methods
• We gather, evaluate and use data to drive improvements

ONE COLLEGE
• We act as one college in all we do, embracing and demonstrates our
oovalues of: Ready, Respect, Potential
• We expect everyone to take responsibility for key actions that affect
oolearners and their learning, taking necessary action swiftly, thereby not
ooleaving to others
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“We fully recognise and embrace the vital
role we play in our region and remain
entirely committed to West Cumbria
benefitting from a thriving, inclusive,
successful and sustainable college.”
Chris Nattress, Principal
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BEYOND GOOD AT LAKES COLLEGE
During the past 3 years we have established consistent performance across key
measures of performance and impact, which can be described as “Good”.
Within the duration of this plan, our aim is to ensure that we raise ambition and
performance beyond Good, and establish ourselves as an Outstanding College
using various drivers and measures. A programme of cultural change will engage
all, and will be central to the goals we set ourselves, how we measure our success,
the programmes of continuous improvement we deploy, the standards we set and
own, and how we recruit and develop our staff.
Beyond Good improvements to how we do things and the quality of our education
will have a direct, positive impact on the people and sectors we work with,
notably:
• Students, apprentices, families, employers, wider stakeholders and local,
regional economies will directly benefit from enhanced skills and knowledge,
qualifications and attainment, attitudes, standards, prospects and rewards
• We will increase our contribution and add value to our local economy
• We will all enjoy personal pride and challenge from being part of excellence
The ambitions set out in this plan demand change, innovation and present
challenges, all of which require committed leadership and management at all
levels.
Everyone will play their part in Beyond Good in developing our culture of
standards, expectations and values. We insist on:
1. Leadership at all levels relevant to role
2. Clear narrative of purpose and intent throughout the college
3. Everyone taking ownership to deal with any matters closest to them
4. Consistency in what we do and how we perform
5. Addressing the root causes of any areas of challenge or under-performance.
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We will ensure our long term
sustainability by growing and
diversifying our income

We will operatate
efficiently, add to
reserves, and invest in
technology to support
our operations
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Everyone is
encouraged to
innovate and explore
new ways of working
including best use of
technology
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All staff are commited to our
vision, demonstrate our values,
and develop themselves in line
with our ambitions

BEYOND
GOOD

We are closely aligned to Cumbria’s
economic needs and priorities, and
enable as many people as possible to
contribute to economic growth

Potential

We support learners to learn, thrive,
progress and challenge themselves
to develop their potential and
achieve their employment and
career aspirations

information, feedback and
engagement to ensure
our offer and services
meet local, regional and
national priorities
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in high quality TLA and
personalised support in a
positive environment
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STRATEGIC FOCUS 1:
LEARNERS ACHIEVE
Our goals for all of our provision:
1.1. Ensure the safety and wellbeing of our learners and staff
1.2. Learners make excellent progress from their start points leading to the
development of their skills, knowledge and behaviours, thereby enhancing
their employability and career development prospects
1.3. Outcomes for qualifications and attainment measures are upper quartile for
the sector; all learners are supported to achieve a positive destination
1.4. Value added is positive and performs in the sector upper quartile
1.5. Deliver Beyond Good agenda, whereby a targeted proportion of college
provision is judged to be Outstanding in relation to current Ofsted EIF criteria

We will achieve this as measured by:
• Learners and staff feel safe and have access to excellent support for their mental
health and wellbeing.
• Effective Careers, Education, Information, Advice and Guidance (CEIAG) and
pastoral support leads to progress and progression to positive destinations.
• Staff have high expectations and ambitions for learners, setting high
expectations regarding pace and progress.
• Effectively deploying technology that successfully engages all learners in
positive, accessible TLA.
• Delivering teaching and training across all provision that is of a consistently high
quality, supports learning, and contributes to delivering our curriculum intent.
• Learners developing a strong sense of cultural capital acting as proactive
contributors to society and the community they live in.
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Our measures are:
Measure

KPI

Health and Safety Incidents

Rolling 12 month average reported accidents students and staff.

Learners feel safe and are safe
TLA
QAR Outcomes and Value Added

Learner survey results 99%
90% Good or Better
Upper quartile %
E&T
Retention
Pass
Achievement

All
94.6%
98.6%
89.9%

16-18
92.7%
96.6%
86.3%

19+
96.1%
98.9%
91.8%

Apprenticeships
Overall

All
73.2%

16-18 19+
86.4% 91.5%

Minimum of 3 for ALPS Value Added
Learner Satisfaction with course
Sustain above
Overall
satisfaction
Would
recommend the
course
In developing
digital skills

16-19 HE
96%
90%

Apprenticeships
90%

95%

93%

99%

90%

90%

90%

Attendance and engagement

Attendance/engagement 90%

Integrated digital learning

100% of full-time FE courses have min. 2 on-line sessions per week
100% of HE provision have min.2 on-line sessions per week
20% of apprenticeships delivered digitally
Provision/Sector Subject Areas self-assessed as Outstanding:
Apprenticeships
Engineering
Public services and sport
Art and Design
97% of full-time learners engage in industrial placement
100% of courses participate in one community project
50% of study programme learners volunteer
E&T: 80%
Higher Education: >90%(Institution level continuation rate)
Apprenticeships: 96%
E&T: 80%
HE : >70% (Positive destinations)
Apprenticeships: 92%

Beyond Good Phase 1

Industrial placements
Community projects and engagement
Internal Progression rate

Positive sustained destinations
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STRATEGIC FOCUS 2:

OUR OFFER AND SERVICES
Our goals:
2.1. Our offer is relevant and well matched to local, regional and national
priorities.
2.2. Technology is used effectively to support access to our offer and supports
learning.
2.3. We are a valued strategic partner and community resource.
2.4. We demonstrate excellent customer focus internally and externally.

We will achieve this as measured by:
• Collating and analysing national skills and education priorities, up to date
LMI, demand indicators and sector feedback to ensure our offer is relevant,
appropriate and up to date.
• Acting swiftly to add new provision where demand is evidenced, and removing,
adapting or replacing provision where needed.
• Utilising ‘live’ data to inform decisions and actions to improve provision and
customer focus.
• Using technology that supports and enables cost-effective access to and
engagement with our offer and services.
• Engaging in valued added partnerships and contracts that fit our mission, values
and strategic plan.
• Have readily available resources and services for local communities.
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Our measures are:

Measure

KPI

Recruitment volumes and winning contracts
16-19
Adults
Apprentices
Contract Income

Develop new offer

No.
849
969
356

£000
£4,347
£969
£2,132
£190

Prepare for T-Levels delivery in 2021/22
UoC Higher National Qualifications
developed and offered
Heavy Civils training facility and offer
developed

Employer Engagement

Partnerships added value

Feedback and customer satisfaction rates
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Increase blended/on-line offer by 20%
Secure £1m of income from top 5 customers
£350,000 match funding secured for Heavy
Civils Centre
650 Active Employers
20 employers actively engaged in:
• curriculum intent/development to reflect
employer needs;
• Employability skills development;
• Industrial updating;
• Curriculum implementation.
Parent Satisfaction
98%
Employer Satisfaction
93%
Sector top 10% for employer satisfaction
98%
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STRATEGIC FOCUS 3:
OUR PEOPLE
Our goals:
3.1. Institute a culture and reputation that attracts and retains the best people
3.2. Create a staff culture of learning and creativity to support innovation and
secure consistently high standards
3.3. Strengthen our middle managers to lead, coach and develop staff to secure
Beyond Good
3.4. Support the Health and Wellbeing of our staff

We will achieve this as measured by:
• Implementing competency based recruitment.
• Recruiting, retaining and developing all TLA staff to become resilient and
reflective professional practitioners.
• Embedding a coaching-based performance review process which aligns
strategic objectives and standards to individual’s goals and accountability.
• A one-college approach into innovation in our offer and business processes.
• Rewarding successes.
• Sharing innovative good practice.
• Supporting all staff to develop their digital skills.
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Our measures are:

Measure

KPI

Investment in CPD

Sickness absense

3% of income invested in staff
Continuous Professional Development
100% of delivery staff record industrial
updating for continuous professional
development
Staff turnover <15%
Delivery staff turnover in first year < 30%
<2.4% absence (Sector benchmark 2.4%)

Better Health at Work Award

Secure Silver Award

Staff climate

75% report I have opportunity to progress
within the college

Industrial updating

Staff Turnover

85% report My views are sought and
considered

Innovations from staff
Digital skills developed

85% report Communication in the college is
effective
£50,000 added value from staff innovations
Core digital competency framework and
development in place across all roles

Implement College IP Performance
100% of staff have PDRs linked to strategic
Development System to support transparency objectives
and accountability.
100% of staff understand their role and
contribution to the college goals
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STRATEGIC FOCUS 4:
OUR FINANCES
Our goals for all of our provision:
4.1. Deliver growth
4.2. Diversify income streams, informed by education policy, LMI and employer
engagement
4.3. Secure efficiencies in operations and support functions without
compromising high quality standards
4.4. Effective use of technology to support TLA and our business support services
4.5. Generate surpluses to provide reserves for re-investment
4.6. Secure targeted quality standards

We will achieve this as measured by:
• Agreeing specific targets for each market that support growth to target
• Further developing our commercial offer.
• Reviewing the sustainability of provision in terms of regional demand, quality
and contribution.
• Adopting appropriate organisational design and operations that is best placed
to deliver growth and use technology effectively.
• Reviewing property and resource strategy to adapt how we use our facilities,
resources and technology to deliver a sustainable business.
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Our measures are:

Measure

KPI

Grown in turnover

Achieve £10.9m turnover

Savings in expenditure

Staff costs as a percentage of turnover –
70% or less
£500,000 (15%) Efficiency savings achieved
14 Average Class size
>2.1% EITDA

Surplus generated as measured by EBITDA
(Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation
and Amortisation)
Financial Health
Good

Digital systems support business improvement Fully on-line application and enrolment
capability
College IP system implemented

Quality standards secured

Develop & Implement parent communication
platform
ISO 9001 re-accreditation
Secure ISO 14001 Environmental
Management Standard
Secure ISO 27001 Information Security
Management
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